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V29 – FRIENDS: Ross’s Pants
Part 1 – Topic Speaking: Embarrassing Moments

Part 3 – Script & Video

Directions: Discuss the following questions with a partner.

Directions: Complete Back2Back Reading (see Script below), then
watch the video.

1. What is the most embarrassing thing that has
happened to you?
2. What is something parents do that embarrass their
children?
3. What is something your partner does that embarrasses
you?
4. Does speaking in class make you feel embarrassed?
5. Are you an introverted or extroverted person?
6. Do you blush when you are embarrassed?
7. Have you ever fallen in front of other people?
8. Have you ever forgotten someone’s name?
9. Have you ever been really nervous in an interview?
10. Have you ever spoken to a foreigner?
Part 2A - Vocabulary Review:
Directions: Discuss the meaning with a partner. Next, review as a
class.

Vocabulary
1. snuggle
2. leather
3. shrunk
4. expand
5. sprinkle
6. absorb
7. hold on
8. paste
9. work out
10. freak out

*

Definition or Translation

1
18
18
18
20
21
22
28
34
35
*NOTE: the number indicates where the vocabulary is located in the script.

Part 2B - Vocabulary Speaking:
Directions: Choose 5 vocabulary words and create a question. Next,
discuss your questions with a partner.

Word
Ex: tough

1.

Question
What is the toughest course you have
ever taken?

Part 4 - Comprehension Questions:
Directions: Discuss with a partner then review as a class.

1. Where were Ross and Elizabeth?
______________________________________________
2. What kind of pants did Ross wear?
______________________________________________
3. Why did Ross call Joey?
______________________________________________
4. Why did Ross fail to put his pants back on?
______________________________________________
5. What did Joey suggest Ross to do?
______________________________________________
6. What was the result of Joey’s two suggestions?
______________________________________________
7. Why did Joey ask what color the paste was?
______________________________________________
8. Why did Elizabeth start to freak out?
______________________________________________
9. Why did Ross ask Elizabeth to turn the lights off?
______________________________________________
10. Why did Elizabeth scream ‘oh my God’ when Ross
came out of the bathroom?
______________________________________________
Part 5 – Writing:
Directions: In 2 to 3 sentences, write your opinion about the video.

2.

______________________________________________

3.

______________________________________________

4.

______________________________________________

5.

______________________________________________
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A – Back2Back Reading
Directions: Read ‘odd’ numbers +
Listen & fill in ‘even’ numbers

FRIENDS – Ross’s Pants
1. Ross: My God! These pants are burning up! Oh come
on, she wants to snuggle now! What is she trying to kill
me? It's like a volcano in here! Are you hot?

21. Joey: Good-good, okay, sprinkle some of that on
your legs, it'll absorb some of the moisture and then you
can get your pants back up.

2. Elizabeth: _____.

22. Ross: Yeah, okay, ____ ___! They're not coming on
man.

3. Ross: Okay, it must just be me then.

23. Joey: Umm, do you see any—oh, Vaseline?

4. Ross: That was just the pants on the couch. Umm,
hey, do you, ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ _____?

24. Ross: Ohh, I-I see _____, I have lotion! Will that
work?

5. Elizabeth: No, go ahead.

25. Joey: Yeah, sure, throw some of that on there.

6. Ross: _____.
………………………………………………………

26. Ross: _____ _____.

7. Ross: Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh

27. Joey: Ross? You okay?

8. Elizabeth: Hey, ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ _____!

28. Ross: They're still, they're still not coming on man
and ____ _____ ____ ____ _____ ____ ____ ____ ____!

9. Ross: 'Kay!

29. Joey: Really?! Uhh, what color is it?

10. Ross: _____ _____ _____!

30. Ross: What _____ does that make?!

11. Joey: Hello?
12. Ross: Joey, it's Ross! I _____ _____ _____!

31. Joey: Well, I'm just—if the paste matches the pants,
you can make yourself a pair of paste pants and she
won't know the difference!

13. Joey: Uhh, Chandler's not here.

32. Rachel: Joey, ____ ____ _____ ___ _____?

14. Ross: Well, _____ _____ _____ _____!

33. Ross: Dude, what am I gonna…

15. Joey: Okay.

34. Joey: Uh, Rachel's here, so good luck man, let me
know _____ _____ _____ _____.

16. Ross: _____, I'm in Elizabeth's bathroom…
17. Joey: Nice!

35. Elizabeth: Ross, umm, you've been in there for a
long time. I'm starting to get kinda freaked out.

18. Ross: No, I-I got really hot in my leather pants so I
____ ____ ____ but they must have _____ from the-the
sweat or something-or-or my legs _____ ____ ____
_____. Look, I-I can't ____ _____ _____ ____. I can't!

36. Ross: All right, I'm _____ _____. Hey, can you _____
_____ _____ _____.

19. Joey: Oh. That is quite a situation. Uh, do you see
any like, powder?

38. Elizabeth: _____ _____ _____!

20. Ross: _____! Yeah! Yeah, I have powder

37. Elizabeth: No, let's just leave the lights on.

39. Ross: I had a problem.
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B – Back2Back Reading
Directions: Read ‘even’ numbers +
Listen & fill in ‘odd’ numbers

FRIENDS – Ross’s Pants
1. Ross: My God! These pants are _____ _____! Oh
come on, she wants to _____ now! What is she trying to
kill me? _____ _____ _____ _____ in here! Are you hot?
2. Elizabeth: No.

21. Joey: Good-good, okay, _____ some of that on your
legs, it'll _____ some of the _____ and then you can
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____.
22. Ross: Yeah, okay, hold on! They're not coming on
man.

3. Ross: Okay, _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____.

23. Joey: Umm, ____ ____ _____ _____ —
oh, Vaseline?

4. Ross: That was just the pants on the couch. Umm,
hey, do you, do you mind if I use your bathroom?

24. Ross: Ohh, I-I see lotion, I have lotion! Will that
work?

5. Elizabeth: No, _____ _____.

25. Joey: Yeah, sure, _____ _____ ____ _____ on there.

6. Ross: Thanks.
………………………………………………………

26. Ross: Hold on.

7. Ross: _____

27. Joey: Ross? _____ _____?

8. Elizabeth: Hey, my favorite part is coming up!

28. Ross: They're still, they're still not coming on man
and the lotion and the powder have made a paste!

9. Ross: _____!

29. Joey: Really?! Uhh, _____ _____ _____ _____?

10. Ross: Oh my God!

30. Ross: What difference does that make?!

11. Joey: _____?
12. Ross: Joey, it's Ross! I need some help!

31. Joey: Well, I'm just—if the _____ _____ the pants,
you can make yourself ____ ____ ____ ____ _____ and
she _____ _____ _____ _____!

13. Joey: Uhh, _____ _____ _____.

32. Rachel: Joey, do you have a minute?

14. Ross: Well, you can help me!

33. Ross: Dude, _____ _____ _____ _____ …

15. Joey: _____.

34. Joey: Uh, Rachel's here, so good luck man, let me
know how it works out.

16. Ross: Listen, I'm in Elizabeth's bathroom…
17. Joey: _____!

35. Elizabeth: Ross, umm, you've been in there for a
long time. I'm _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____.

18. Ross: No, I-I got really hot in my leather pants so I
took them off but they must have shrunk from the-the
sweat or something-or-or my legs expanded from the
heat. Look, I-I can't get them back on. I can't!

36. Ross: All right, I'm coming out. Hey, can you turn the
lights off.

19. Joey: Oh. That is _____ ____ _____. Uh, do you see
any like, powder?

38. Elizabeth: Oh my God!

20. Ross: Powder! Yeah! Yeah, I have powder

37. Elizabeth: No, let's just _____ _____ _____ _____.

39. Ross: I _____ _____ _____.
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V29 - ANSWER KEY

FRIENDS – Ross’s Pants
1. Ross: My God! These pants are burning up! Oh come on, she
wants to snuggle now! What is she trying to kill me? It's like a
volcano in here! Are you hot?
2. Elizabeth: No.
3. Ross: Okay, it must just be me then.
4. Ross: That was just the pants on the couch. Umm, hey, do you,
do you mind if I use your bathroom?
5. Elizabeth: No, go ahead.
6. Ross: Thanks. ………………………………………………………
7. Ross: Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh
8. Elizabeth: Hey, my favorite part is coming up!
9. Ross: 'Kay!
10. Ross: Oh my God!
11. Joey: Hello?
12. Ross: Joey, it's Ross! I need some help!
13. Joey: Uhh, Chandler's not here.
14. Ross: Well, you can help me!
15. Joey: Okay.
16. Ross: Listen, I'm in Elizabeth's bathroom…
17. Joey: Nice!
18. Ross: No, I-I got really hot in my leather pants so I took them off
but they must have shrunk from the-the sweat or something-or-or my
legs expanded from the heat. Look, I-I can't get them back on. I can't!
19. Joey: Oh. That is quite a situation. Uh, do you see any like,
powder?
20. Ross: Powder! Yeah! Yeah, I have powder
21. Joey: Good-good, okay, sprinkle some of that on your legs, it'll
absorb some of the moisture and then you can get your pants back
up.
22. Ross: Yeah, okay, hold on! They're not coming on man.
23. Joey: Umm, do you see any—oh, Vaseline?
24. Ross: Ohh, I-I see lotion, I have lotion! Will that work?
25. Joey: Yeah, sure, throw some of that on there.
26. Ross: Hold on.
27. Joey: Ross? You okay?
28. Ross: They're still, they're still not coming on man and the lotion
and the powder have made a paste!
29. Joey: Really?! Uhh, what color is it?
30. Ross: What difference does that make?!
31. Joey: Well, I'm just—if the paste matches the pants, you can
make yourself a pair of paste pants and she won't know the
difference!
32. Rachel: Joey, do you have a minute?
33. Ross: Dude, what am I gonna…

34. Joey: Uh, Rachel's here, so good luck man, let me know how it
works out.
35. Elizabeth: Ross, umm, you've been in there for a long time. I'm
starting to get kinda freaked out.
36. Ross: All right, I'm coming out. Hey, can you turn the lights off.
37. Elizabeth: No, let's just leave the lights on.
38. Elizabeth: Oh my God!
39. Ross: I had a problem.

Part 4 - Comprehension Questions & Answers
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
1. Where were Ross and Elizabeth? (line 1-6)
They were at Elizabeth’s house watching television.
2. What kind of pants did Ross wear? (line 1-37)
Ross was wearing leather pants.
3. Why did Ross call Joey? (line 11-34)
Ross called Joey because he wanted to get help from Joey on how
to put his leather pants back on.
4. Why did Ross fail to put his pants back on? (line 10-18)
Ross failed to put his pants back on because his leather pants might
have shrunk from the sweat.
5. What did Joey suggest Ross to do? (line 11-34)
Joey suggested Ross to sprinkle some powder and lotion on his legs.
6. What was the result of Joey’s two suggestions? (line 11-34)
The result of Joey’s suggestions was that the powder and lotion
turned into a paste.
7. Why did Joey ask what color the paste was? (line 11-34)
Joey asked what color the paste was because he thought if the color
of the paste matched with the pants, no one would notice that Ross
is wearing ‘paste pants’.
8. Why did Elizabeth start to freak out? (line 33-39)
Elizabeth started to freak out because Ross was in the bathroom for
a long time without telling Elizabeth anything.
9. Why did Ross ask Elizabeth to turn the lights off? (line 33-39)
Ross asked her to turn off the lights because he was embarrassed to
show Elizabeth what happened in the bathroom. He failed to put his
pants back on and his legs were covered with powder and lotion.
10. Why did Elizabeth scream ‘oh my God’ when Ross came out
of the bathroom? (line 11-39)
Elizabeth screamed when Ross came out of the bathroom because
Ross did not have his pants on. What is more, his legs were messy
with powder and lotion.

